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Abstract. In this paper we suggest a new model for solving the binding problem 
by introducing complex-valued recurrent networks. These networks can represent 
sinusoidal oscillations and their phase, i.e., they can model the binding problem of 
neuronal assemblies by adjusting the relative phase of the oscillations of different 
feature detectors. As feature examples, we use color and shape – but the network 
would also function with any combination of other features. The suggested net-
work architecture performs image generalization but can also be used as an image 
memory. The information about object color is represented in the phase of the net-
work weights, while the spatial distribution of the neurons codes represent the ob-
ject’s shape. We will show that the architecture can generalize object shapes and 
recognize object color with very low computational overhead. 

1 The Binding Problem 

Brains are permanently confronted with the problem of classifying objects into mean-
ingful groups, e.g., the object class of “cars”, even though the objects can be of differ-
ent size, color, shape. The binding hypothesis is as follows: there are groups of neu-
rons that are sensitive to a certain colors and other groups that react to certain shapes 
(e.g., typical shapes that are associated with cars). When a human sees a green car, 
both the neurons responsible for the color green, and those neurons reacting to the 
car-specific shapes start oscillating. After some time both align their oscillation phase, 
which means that they react to the same object. Thus, in the perception of the human, 
the car is associated with the color green. More details are presented in works [1-4]. 

2 The Complex Valued Recurrent Neural Network  

The basis of our work is the “recurrent open network” – a system that is driven not 
only by its internal processes but also by external inputs. The Complex-Valued Recur-
rent Neural Network (CVRNN) is an extension of the Real Valued Recurrent Neural 
Network (RVRNN) [5]. In the sequel we use CVRNNs that comply with the follow-
ing general state space model: 
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Here E  is an error function (the asterisk above the values denotes the complex con-
jugate) with E being the real-valued error. Fig. 1 illustrates the network architecture, 
i.e., the connections between inputs, outputs and nodes. 

 
Fig.1. The CVRNN architecture used for pattern recognition. A, B and C are weight matrices. Lines show 

the connection between the layers. The figure is simplified version of the used architecture to show the 
connections between the layers. In the experiments the number of states was 50, the figure shows 2 states. 

White boxes explain the transition,  
The CVRNN under consideration can be described in a short form (see eq. 2): 

   

C no linear
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      (2) 

where no is number of outputs, ni is number of inputs, nh is number of neurons in the state and ns is 
number of states.The weights A, B, C (see Fig. 1 and eq. (1)) should be the same – both in the training as 
well as in the recognition phase. For this purpose the shared weights concept proposed in [5] was used. 
Particular care should be taken in the choice of the nonlinearities (functions,f g ) since they are un-

bounded (due to the Liouville theorem; this issue was discussed in [7]). In our work the tanh function 

was used for the state interaction and for the state-output interaction ( )t nh ·af g= = . The input layer 

propagates the information as linear function. Matrices A, B and C are sparse matrices with the about 70% 
zeros. The network was trained using the pattern-by-pattern complex-valued gradient descent training [5]. 
More information about the complex-valued neural networks as well as about training algorithms and ex-

tension of the backpropagation to the complex-valued case can be found in [5 and 7]. 

3 CVRNN Simulates Network of Oscillating Units 

In order to use CVRNNs as models for the binding hypotheses, we coded the images 
in a “physical” way, which means that each pixel of an image (we have used images 
50 by 50 pixels) is now represented by two real-valued numbers which are amplitude 
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(strength of the light wave) and phase (color of the light wave) according to the fol-
lowing Table 1. 

Table 1. Color coding in the experiment. The modulus is always 0.3. The Phase part varies depending on 
the color 

Color Red Green Blue Yellow 
Coding · /60.3 ie π×  · /30.3 ie π×  ·2 /30.3 ie π×  ·5 /60.3 ie π×  
After the training is complete, we assume that our network already has some basic 
ideas about the objects (for example the basic premise about the triangles is a general 
triangle without the color information) (as inspired by Plato, see [6]). Thus the net-
work should be able to recognize any triangle of any color which comes from the in-
put side.The training was implemented  as follows: we used 3 color images, red, green 
and blue. The shapes used were circles, triangles and rectangles. In order to test how 
well the network can generalize, we used test images of circle (the shape is from the 
training set, but not the color) and a yellow rhombus (neither shape nor color are from 
the training set). The network was trained using the pattern by pattern gradient de-
scent training and error backpropagation algorithm. 

Training set: Input and Output Images 

    
 

Test  

     
Test  

Fig. 2. The training set for the CVRNN (upper row of the table). From left to right: red rectangle, green 
rectangle, blue circle, red circle, green triangle and yellow circle (we used just  a limited set of figures in 

the paper, the training set contains 15 images of similar type). All images were 20% corrupted by Gaussian 
noise (while dots at the input images). The background of all images is black. Target output for CVRNN is 
lower row of the figure. Last image is absent due to generalization reasons. Test images are marked with 

the word “test”. Other upper images are input images, lower are target images. 
The experiment consists of two stages: in the first stage, objects are part of the train-
ing set and we look at how the color is represented in the network in order to show 
that neurons of the output layer will be synchronized in phase to represent the color 
and spatial shape. In the second stage we will look at the network when an object of 
known shape but unknown color is presented to the network. The task is then to see 
which neurons will be synchronized and which phase the output neurons will have. 
Moreover, for all experiments, we track all outputs of the CVRNN in order to see how 
the memory works in case of image recognition (note that CVRNN has memory due 
to its structure). The images used for the training in the experiment were static. 
Clearly, in the general case, objects should be presented to the network from different 
angles of view and maybe even as a sequence of images. Thus, the network would be 
able to generalize any triangle to the class of triangles and also to categorize the color 
by synchronization of the neurons in the triangle class with the color of the object. 

4 Results of Perception 

The CVRNN (following representation (2)): 
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ns=50

C 100 2500 no = 2500 linear

A 100 100 nh = 100 tanh

B 2500 100 ni = 2500 linear

  = ×   
  = ×     = ×    
�������������������������������������

 

was trained for 10 000 epochs using the extended training file similar to Fig. 1 (simi-
lar means there were more images with different positions of shapes (circles, triangles 
and rectangles) in the image and more combinations of RGB colors for the particular 
shapes). The size of each image was 50 50×  pixels. The learning rate 
was 0.02η = .The final training error after the training step (see eq. (2)) was equal 

to 11~ 10− . All matrices A,B and C were initialized by random weights and were se-
lected to be sparse, analogous to the real world neurons (the sparsity of the biological 
network is about 20%). In research paper, the sparsity of matrices B  and C was 60%, 
the sparsity of the matrix A  was 30%. 

4.1 Results of the synchronization of neurons 

Next, we will simulate the synchronization of the neurons. The image at the input is a 
corrupted image of some shape (e.g., the rectangle), which is smaller than the target 
and is placed at some random place on the input image plane. The output image is a 
generalized shape of the object (see Fig. 2) of the same color. The training set con-
tains same objects of different colors to make the network’s task more complicated. 
The network is presented with objects which it saw during the training (and with the 
same color it saw during the training) – but it has never seen both at the same time.  
If the input image of a particular color causes the target of the correct shape class to 
be of the same color as input, then we can say that the network binds the information 
about the shape and the color. The synchronization simulation results are shown in 
Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3. Example of neuron synchronization for the object from the training set. Upper row left to right: 
argument of the input pattern, argument of the network output from the 3rd state, phase of the network out-

put from the last 50th state. Lower row, left to right: modulus of the input pattern, modulus of the output 
from the 3rd state, modulus of the output from the 50th state. The bar on the right shows the color ranges for 
all pictures. We see, that input phase is equal to the network output phase, which implies binding of color 

and shape. 
One can see from Fig.3 that neurons synchronize not only in phase, but also in the 
spatial distribution representing the color and the shape of the object. Therefore, there 
is a coupling of the phase and the spatial distribution. This means that a particular 
input from the training set can cause the correct output, which corresponds to a gener-
alized shape (see Fig. (1)) with the color of the input object. In other words: CVRNN 
offers a nice and elegant solution to the binding problem. 

4.2 Capability of the network to recognize known object with unknown 
color 

 As shown, neurons synchronize for the same color. Moreover, the spatial struc-
ture of the synchronized neurons represents the shape of the target object. Now, we 
can proceed and try to force the network to generalize objects, which means present 
an image to the network, which it has not seen during the training and observe  
whether it will be able to recognize the shape and the color. The results are shown in 
Fig. 4. The network input is the yellow noisy circle. One can see from Fig. 4 that the 
network was still able to recognize the shape, but not the color (further experiments 
have been conducted for different shapes which are not in the training set). This can 
be explained as follows:  the network can generalize, but without the color, if it has 
never seen the color before (see Fig.4). Since it would be beyond the scope of this 
paper, we cannot show all the training sets and results. 
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Fig.4. Example of the neurons synchronization for the pattern from the training set. Upper row left to 

right: input pattern – argument, network output from the 3rd  state – argument, network output from the 
last 50th  state – argument. Lower row, left to right: modulus of the input pattern, modulus of the output 

from the 3rd  state, modulus of the output from the 50th  state. 
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4.3 Capability of network to recognize unknown objects with unknown 
colors 

Now we consider what happens when an unknown object is paired with an unknown 
color and presented to the network: the input object is a yellow rhombus. The simula-
tion result shows (here we do not represent the figure due to the paper limitations) that 
the network produces a noisy output, which consists of two shapes, namely the circle 
(with maximum possible phase) and the triangle, with minimum possible phase. The 
modulus of the output is very noisy with some shadows of circle and triangle from the 
training set. The phase picture is easier to recognize. The interpretation of the two 
shapes seen in figure is that the network tries to remember the most topologically 
similar objects from the memory which exists due to the states interaction. The trian-
gle and the circle appear due to the fact that the structures in the data matrix contain-
ing the triangle or the circle are very similar to the rhombus (here, we use a low reso-
lution, which is 50 by 50). Therefore an overlay of both shapes appears as output. If 
the rhombus was used for the training of the network, it can be reproduced with its 
color. 

5 Summary and Outlook 

We have shown that CVRNN can simulate the synchronization of weights combining 
the information about the shape of the object together with information about its 
phase. Moreover, the memory, the generalization and the synchronization can be sim-
ulated by the interaction of the phase of complex values by using the CVRNN. 
 Future work should include/focus on online training of the CVRNN in order to 
use the information about the object by looking at it from various perspectives. This 
will enableus to create a very large data base of images, and we will be able to expand 
the generalization capabilities of the CVRNN for more classes of objects. 
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